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We haven't seen the last Bonnie Bennett. The gut-wrenching season 5 finale of The Vampire Diaries may have killed off Bonnie for the second time, but according to the new spoilers, Bonnie won't be gone for good. We already know that Bonnie's Other Side partner-in-death, Damon Salvatore, will return
for season 6 of the show, and now we have confirmation that the witch will be back as well. According to actress Kat Graham's interview with TVline, Bonnie will return for season 6 of Vampire Diaries. Unfortunately, that's all the information we get about Bonnie's return. Graham herself said she doesn't
know how Bonnie's going to come back... or for how long. In fact, everything about season 6 of The Vampire Diaries feels in the air. Julie Plec teased that death - which has been less-than-significant for the Vampire Diaries since rare sticks - would become more permanent with the dissolution of the other
side. It's Bonnie's death falls into the new death is real, that could mean we'll see a very different Bonnie in the future. We've already seen Bonnie die and return as anchor on the Other Side, but there's no way the show's going to do that again, is there? Bonnie's return to TVD is a mystery, but here are
some ways she could do it back: Liv will find a way to bring her back There's a new witch in town, and her name is Liv Parker. He helped Bonnie in the spell to keep the other side open for everyone to cross, but she didn't have the strength to keep it open long enough for Damon and Bonnie to complete
their work. The guilt of not being able to help Bonnie and Damon cross over could mean that Liv will do everything possible to bring the two of them back from the dead. (I'm not sure exactly how it would work, but I'm thinking... magic?) Since Bonnie has already returned from the dead, it is still possible for
her to regain her human position... if the show wants to be really, really boring about it. Bonnie will return as GhostPrior in her real resurrection, Bonnie palled around with Jeremy as a ghost, while she told everyone that Bonnie was just on vacation. Now that the other side is gone, there's no clear way to
see how a ghost situation would work – we've only seen supernatural people return as ghosts, so if Bonnie returns to a ghost situation, we'll need a logical (ish) explanation of how it happened. I'm thinking if Bonnie comes back to haunt her old friends, she won't stay long. Ghosts have been fun for a
while, but after a while they start to feel like high school has-been set hanging around the upper parking lot. It will return to Flashbacks and Dream Sequences It would be frustrating for Bonnie fans, but hey, sometimes people really die. Bringing Bonnie back to the minds of the characters, Graham can
return to the show writers returning to their promise to make death a more serious situation for the characters. Personally, I wouldn't mind seeing Bonnie as a figment of Elena and Jeremy's imagination - Bonnie already had her chance to die and come back, and doing it a second time is a little stale for this
show. Then again, if Bonnie goes for good, it means that Damon probably will, too – and I'm not so ok with it. She'll come back as a vampire, that's zero idea of how this might even work, but hey, it happened to half her friends, didn't it? And let's be honest: Bonnie as a vampire will inject some much-
needed pizzaz into her personality. Sorry, Bon.Images: CW, debebah/tumblr, ask-katherine-pierce/tumblr, packlekis/tumblr, douzingfalls-rpg/tumblr Monday bloodsucking news that actress Nina Dobrev should leave the CW's teen vampire series that helped make her a household name has caused
legions of fans to ask will The Vampire Diaries end now that Nina Dobrev is gone? Dobrev, who portrays lead actress Elena Gilbert, also played two other characters and engaged in sexual entanglements with brothers Damon and Stefan. The biggest emotional draw of the series was who Elena's going to
end up with. Now, how can Delena survive with her central half? Online, Dobrev took to Instagram to thank fans and explain her decision to leave the show, saying it was time to move on. There's more to come before we finish this up, and I promise you'll get to hear all about my experiences over the next
month as we approach the season finale... but until then I invite you to hop on the roller coaster that is the life of Elena Gilbert and with me as I celebrate her and prepare to say goodbye to her - and to my family's work - as I move on to the next chapter of my life. If Vampire Diaries survives without its star,
only next season can tell. But based on the records of other teenagers showing that they have come before, the loss of a main character does not necessarily mean the end of a long run. One Tree HillFrank Micelotta/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesAs Lucas Scott's silhouette dribbles a
basketball with Gavin DeGraw's I Don't Want to Be launched into the background, WB (and eventually CW) set the stage for what would be a life-changing journey to One Tree Hill. Of the top five characters to start the high school basketball drama, Lucas and love interest Peyton Sawyer are the only two
Ravens who didn't stay for the full season. of the series. Both Chad Michael Murray and Hirorie Burton came out after the sixth season to pursue other opportunities. The love triangle that was Lucas, Peyton and Brooke Davis may not have been anymore, but One Tree Hill survived another three seasons
without its leading couple. Beverly Hills, 90210Beverly Hills, 90210 was the original teen drama soap covered - in a primetime slot in the 1990s, Mind You then-taboo topics like date rape and teen suicide. The bad girl we loved to hate, Shannen Doherty played Brenda Walsh's twin for just four seasons
before she was removed from the show. In a tell-all jason priestly book: A Memoir, fellow cast member Jason Priestly said Doherty had a bad attitude on set. The Fox show survived without Doherty, as well as key outings from other characters, lasting a full 10 seasons and inspiring successful Melrose
Place spinoffs and 90210.CharmedNo surprise, Shannen Doherty gets a second nod on our list. Four years after leaving Beverly Hills in 90210, Doherty joined the cast of the popular charmed witch series as Prou Halliwell's older sister. Doherty reportedly butted heads on set with co-star Alyssa Milano,
who played younger sister Phoebe Halliwell. After a few years, Doherty's character's death was written in the finale of the third season, and replaced with the long-lost half-sister Paige Matthews, played by Rose McGowan. Fascinated he would go on to become one of wb's most successful series with
eight seasons. The OSA someone who grew up in Orange County, I can certainly say that yes, the life depicted in oc was as real as a teen soap could get. When producers decided that the girl next door Marissa Cooper, portrayed by Mischa Barton, would die in season three, fans were left shocked by
her tragic death. But Barton's breakup with the show was amicable. He said access Hollywood, My character has been through so, so much and there's really nothing more left to do. The OC will only last one more season due to low ratings. But we'll never forget our first summer night in that fat fire in
Newport Beach. Welcome to OC, bitch! The Eder Hills in real Orange County. From Laguna Beach to The Hills - and LC to Lauren Conrad - the Southern California it-girl left for Los Angeles to pursue a fashion career and new love without these silly OC boys. After watching her BFF-turned-frenemy Heidi
Montag marry the evil Spencer Pratt, Conrad gracefully quit the show in his fifth season to pursue other opportunities. Conrad was replaced by her high school nemesis Kristin Cavallari in typical Dramatic Hills fashion - will we ever forget Cavallari wandering down the wedding aisle? The show will only last
for one more season. Pictures: Getty Images; Fox (2); The WB? MTV Bonnie Bennett may still have some magic left in her after all. In this week's explosive episode of Vampire Diaries, You Made a Choice To Be Good, Bonnie injected Stefan with the treatment Killed Enzo right in front of her. But while he
may have turned Stefan into a non-supernatural being, he may have turned her back into one. After seeing Enzo lying dead on the ground, Bonnie left a scream of anguish, and it looked like he was in so much pain, a pulse emitted into the air. So did Bonnie get her powers back in The The Calendars?
Bonnie has lost her strength a few times over the years, and the last time she lost and then regained her strength was at a time of extreme emotional distress. To save Damon from Kai in the prison world, Bonnie's magic returned, but she lost her powers again last season after becoming a vampire hunter
for a while. Looks like Enzo's death could be the emotional boost she needed to unlock her dormant powers. Similar to Damon's life in danger, Enzo's death is a huge emotional shock, and it could just have been enough to unlock her powers. Of course, the pulse shown at the end of the episode could be
something else. The last time Bonnie regained her powers, the power to light fires was the first to come out again, and there was no fire at the end of You made a choice to be nice. Still, it certainly looks like Bonnie the witch is back. The only question is, what's she going to do with her powers now that
Stefan killed Enzo? Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Get all the best moments of pop culture and entertainment delivered to your inbox. Vampire Diaries tells the story of supernatural beings trying to survive in a city called Mystic Falls. The show's love stories and
action have pulled viewers in, and it doesn't hurt that the series has one of the most appealing casts on television. So it makes sense that we'll miss watching them every week when the show ends after its eighth season. But this isn't the end of the road for the actors' careers. Here's what's next for the
cast of the show. Ian Somerhalder Ian Somerhalder in Vampire Diaries | The CW Fan favorite Damon Salvatore is sarcastic and dark, but has a romantic side. The actor has really attracted fans, and even directed a few episodes of the show. He also has been a huge driving force in the show along with
actor Paul Wesley. After actress Nina Dobrev left The Vampire Diaries, the show's creator, Julie Plec said she would continue the show as long as Somerhalder and Wesley stayed. So it's not shocking that the show ends now that the actors are done with it. Somerhalder talked about what the role meant
to him. I am so grateful to those who fought for me to have this opportunity (you know who you are), for those who have worked so hard for this show to happen, and to those who have watched faithfully, making it a part of their lives. This show has enriched my life bigger than anything I've ever had. in my
career and will live in my heart. We're a family, and I'm going to miss you. Thank you again to this amazing cast and crew, Kevin, Julie, Warner Bros., The CW and the most loyal fan base the world has ever seen. Wow, what a ride. So will Somerhalder work in front of or behind the camera after the show?
He finished a movie called Time Framed where he plays an undercover agent on a mission. Let's hope this We'll see the actor more on the big screen. Paul Wesley Paul Wesley in Vampire Diaries | The CW The actor plays Salvatore's younger brother, Stefan. He's the first to win Elena's heart, but
ultimately his love story involves new people. He is also more focused on his brother's well-being. The hot actor has worked on a few films outside the show over the years, and it seems he will continue to focus on his film career. He's going to work at The Convergence, which will come out next year. It's a
sci-fi film that will star Wesley, but has not yet announced who else is connected to the project. Kat Graham Kat Graham in Vampire Diaries | The CW The Mighty Witch, Bonnie Bennett was able to protect and help her friends throughout the show. Since the beginning of the show he has lost a friend,
fallen in love, and fought off many villains. The actress has done a good job portraying her character's journey. So, what's he going to do next? You should see Kat Graham in more movies, including Where's the Money, All Eyez for Me, and QQ Speed. Hopefully he'll come back to make music too.
Candice King Candice King in The Vampire Diaries | The CW The actress plays the smart and persistent vampire, Caroline Forbes. Her character has certainly changed over the years from her original role as a young and naïve student. Unfortunately, no future projects have been announced for the
actress, but she has been very busy for many years and recently had a baby. So we don't blame her if she enjoys her family for a while. Zach Roelig Zach Roelig in Vampire Diaries | The CW The actor is one of the few who was able to play a character on the show who stayed human. His character has
evolved from a golden boy football player to a policeman who is having a difficult time dealing with the supernatural. The good news is you won't have to wait long to see the actor again. It will be in the Year of the Spectacular Men that will come out this year. It will also be in Rings, which is the third
installment of the Ring franchise. Nina Dobrev Nina Dobrev in Vampire Diaries | The CW The former protagonist played Elena Gilbert, a high school student who meets and falls in love with a vampire. It was her story that started the show, but the actress ended up leaving after season 6. Since then, the
series has put its character in second place, but now that it's over, what's it working on? The actor was busy shooting movies and three of them will come out next year. Her works are Arrivals, Crash Pad, xXx: Return of Xander Cage, and Flatliners. Steven R. McQueen Steven R. McQueen at Dairies | Cw
You know him as Elena's little brother, Jeremy Gilbert. He falls in love with Bonnie and becomes a supernatural hunter. He's also making an exit from the show in season 6. Fortunately, it's still in Because he plays Jimmy Borelli in the Chicago Police Department and chicago fire. His character is a
firefighter in both shows, and he doesn't seem to be going anywhere. Matthew Davis Matthew Davis at vampire dairies | The CW The actor plays Alaric Saltzman, an educator who knows very well the dark side of the world. He was the heart of the show, as the man surrounded by supernatural creatures.
Before the series, she was in some delightful films like Legally Blonde and Pearl Harbor. However, no movies are lined up after the end of the show. But given his résumé, we have high hopes that we'll see him again. Michael Malarkey Michael Malarkey and Kat Graham at Vampire Dairies | CW Malarkey
is a newer addition to the cast, and plays a vampire named Enzo St. John. If you love him from the show, then you'll be able to catch him in the short film Olivers Landing. Unfortunately, this is the only work he has today going, but hopefully it's a sign that we'll continue to see him after the show. Follow
Nicole Weaver on Twitter @nikkibernice Check Fun Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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